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Chapter 1 Sector overview

Brandy’s rich heritage and diversity

The term brandy is derived from the Dutch word brandewijn, meaning ‘burnt wine’, which is how Dutch traders described it in the 16th century as they brought it to Northern Europe from its heartland in Southern France and Spain.

There are numerous styles of brandy, and in some instances, particularly where it is produced from molasses, the definition is stretched to its limit. In its broadest terms, brandy can be defined as a spirit distilled from fermented fruit juice or fruit skin and pulp. Within that broad umbrella definition, there are three main types:

1. Grape brandy is made from distilled grape juice, or pressed crushed grape skin and pulp. This spirit is then aged in wooden casks, usually oak, where it attains colours and flavours.
2. Fruit brandy, as the name suggests, is the broad term for all brandies that are made from fermenting fruit other than grapes. Fruit eau-de-vie, colourless fruit brandy, notably from the Alsace region of France, is a common style. Calvados, an apple brandy from the Normandy and Brittany regions of France, is one of the more recognised styles of fruit brandy.
3. Pomace brandy is made from the pressed grape pulp, skins and stems that remain after the grapes are crushed and pressed to extract most of the juice for wine. They are not always aged, and if they are aged it is usually not for long, or in wood. Italian grappa and French marc are two of the more popular types of pomace brandy.

Cognac is the most successful and celebrated style of brandy, and takes its name from the town in south-western France which lies at the heart of its delimited production area.

Every step in the production of Cognac, from the growing of grapes to the distillation of the new brandy, must take place within certain delimited areas of the Charente and Charente-Maritime départements. This delimited area is divided into a number of districts: Grande Champagne, Petite Champagne, Borderies, Fins Bois, Bons Bois and Bois Ordinaires. The first two of these regions produce the best Cognac, known as Fine Champagne.
Chapter 2 The changing environment

Greater producer focus

Another reason for optimism for Cognac’s prospects stems from certain ownership changes in recent years. Certainly, Pernod Ricard’s acquisition of Martell at the end of 2001 has reinvigorated that particular brand. Martell had languished under Seagram’s ownership. Similarly, Beam Global Spirits & Wine’s acquisition of Courvoisier Cognac, as part of the carve-up of Allied Domecq, is also in the process of being revitalised.

There were also changes at some smaller Cognac houses. Raynal Cognac is under new ownership, following its acquisition by William Grant & Sons.

Explaining the rationale for the deal, William Grant & Sons’ CEO Roland van Bommel says: “It [Raynal] is a company brand that has two faces. One face is Three Barrels brandy, and that’s the reason we bought it. It’s a brand specifically for the UK and travel retail. It had a good year last year. We see some opportunities for Raynal Cognac in some markets, such as the US, Russia and maybe in China or Taiwan, but primarily for us it is a support to our UK operation.”

Another potentially significant player has emerged under the CL Financial umbrella. Its Belvédère subsidiary acquired Gautier Cognac as part of its acquisition of Marie Brizard last year. The group had also acquired Hine Cognac from LVMH in 2003.

These newcomers are bringing greater focus and investment into the category. It is yet another reason to believe that the current boom in the global Cognac market is sustainable.

Greater competition

Cognac today faces much greater competition at the premium and super-premium end of the market than it ever did. For a long time, Cognac had the top end of the spirits market to itself, but in recent years Scotch whisky has
Chapter 3 The markets

France

Table 6: Total Cognac sales in France, 2002, 2006-2011 by volume ('000s nine-litre cases)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volumes</td>
<td>xxxx</td>
<td>xxxx</td>
<td>xxxx</td>
<td>xxxx</td>
<td>xxxx</td>
<td>xxxx</td>
<td>xxxx</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The IWSR

For any product, growth in its domestic market lends credibility to the overall category. For several years now, Cognac has struggled in France. Between 2001 and 2005, the market fell by xxxx%. But BNIC figures suggest that in 2006 the market actually grew for the first time in years, rising by xxx%. It was part of a broader improvement in the French spirits market last year after a difficult period.

BNIC director Alain Philippe says: “In the somewhat depressed economic climate, France can be very proud of Cognac’s excellent results in 2006.” The BNIC concedes that there is further work to be done and has enlisted a public relations firm in a bid “to change the consumption of Cognac in France towards a more contemporary style and win back the French market”.

The xxx% growth in shipments is probably not a true reflection of actual consumption. The IWSR estimates that actual sales are at best stable, which in itself represents an improvement. The largest brand is Courcel, which is produced by La Martiniquaise. It is fairly inexpensive at EURxx for a 70cl bottle. UniCognac’s Gautret, another low-priced brand, is the other major player.

UniCognac and La Martiniquaise are also the major supermarket own-label suppliers. Own label accounts for some xx% of the off-trade Cognac category in France.
Chapter 4 Favourable travel retail trends

Figure 4: Leading travel retail brands by % volume share in 2005

Source: The IWSR

Cognac has long been one of the cornerstones of the travel retail liquor industry. It suffered a sharp decline in the ‘90s for a variety of reasons. The bursting of the Japanese ‘Bubble’ economy and the decline of Japanese duty free liquor purchasing was a major factor. The Japanese had been the key locomotive in duty free Cognac purchasing up to this point. This was followed by the Asian economic crisis of 1997/1998 and then the Sars epidemic. And in Europe, the abolition of intra-EU duty free in July 1999 was another major blow. Between 1990 and 2001, Cognac sales in travel retail fell from xxxm nine-litre cases to xxxxm cases.

The good news is that travel retail sales are beginning to claw their way back. Global travel retail Cognac sales rose by xxxx% in 2005 to reach xxxxm nine-litre cases, according to The IWSR estimates.

North America is one of the main markets driving this expansion, with Cognac sales reaching xxxxxxx nine-litre cases in 2005 in travel retail, a rise of xxx%
Chapter 5 Producer profiles

Hennessy builds upon its dominance

Figure 5: Hennessy – leading markets as a share of sales and total volume sales, 2006 (% and nine-litre cases)

 Hennessy Cognac, owned by Paris-based Moët-Hennessy, the drinks division of LVMH, is far-and-away the dominant global Cognac brand with a xx% share of the global market in 2005 – up from xx% in 2001. Over that period it has grown by almost xxxxxxx cases to reach xxxxm cases. In 2006, the brand added another xxxxxxx cases to reach xxxxm cases.

Hennessy increased its growth in volume in 2006. That vigour was seen in all its products and its superior qualities posted excellent gains. The brand performed strongly in its strategic markets, the US and China especially, two markets where Hennessy is benefiting from significant advertising investments.

Momentum was maintained in the first quarter of 2007 (to 31 March) – a period that was marked by strong revenue growth. Hennessy Cognac volumes climbed during the quarter by xx% and again the higher quality ranges recorded strongest growth. Its fast development in China and Russia continues. The company also implemented price increases ex-France (in March/April 2007).